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Memorandum

TO: SAC, CV (44-265)

DATE: Nov. 26, 1963

FROM: SA VINCENT R. NAPOLI

SUBJECT: JACK LEON RUBY, aka Jack Rubenstein;
LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka Alec J. Hidell, O.H. Lee - VICTIM - Deceased
CR

CO: DALLAS

Rebutel dated 11/25/63

In accordance with instructions set forth in referenced teletype, the following informants have knowledge of gamblers and gambling information were contacted as designated below on 11/26/63 with negative results concerning the subject:

CV-260-C - by SA NAPOLI
CV-486-C - by SA ANDERSON

PCI JAMES J. CERVINSKI, Mansfield, Ohio - by SA NAPOLI

VRN: vrn

(4)
1 - 137-24
1 - 137-795
1 - 137-1134